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PRESS RELEASE 
Torqeedo announces whisper-quiet Travel 1103 C 
 
 
Amsterdam, Netherlands (November 13, 2018) – Torqeedo today announced a new direct-drive, 
1,100 W addition to the globally successful Travel series of clean, emission-free and lightweight 
alternatives to small petrol outboards. The Travel 1103 C is the quietest motor in its class at just 
33 decibels, the same noise level as a human whisper, and boasts an even more rugged design. 
 
The top-of-the-line Travel 1103 C combines the whisper-quiet direct drive motor with the high-
capacity 915 Wh battery – a range-extending 73% increase in capacity compared to the Travel 
1003. The 1103 C also delivers 10% more power from 1,000 to 1,100 W, instantaneous throttle 
response, a stronger aluminium pylon for increased protection from impact damage and an 
upgraded transom mount. Just like the proven Travel 1003 outboard, the new 1103 C delivers 
equivalent propulsive power to a 3-horsepower combustion outboard and is suitable for boats up 
to 1,500 kg.  
 
All Travel motors, including the Travel 1103 C, come with a lightweight, high-performance lithium-
ion battery that simply clicks on top of the motor, has an integrated USB port for charging a mobile 
phone or camera, and is easy to remove for charging. The removable battery and tiller make the 
Travel incredibly convenient to handle and store onboard – the heaviest piece of the Travel 1103 
C weighs just 11 kg and the total system weight is just 17 kg. The motor is fully waterproof to IP67 
and has a 2-year warranty for recreational use. 
 
The Travel 1103 C can power a small inflatable at 2 knots (3.7 km/h) for approximately 20 hours 
for an astounding 74 km max range.  At a speed of 5.5 knots, (10 km/h), owners can expect a 
range of at least 10 km – more than enough for most dinghy and tender applications. 
 
Like all products from Torqeedo, Travel motors are offered with a full suite of high-tech 
accessories. It’s easy to add a spare battery or a remote throttle for operating the motor from the 
helm instead of the tiller, or owners can choose the TorqTrac smartphone app. With the optional 
Bluetooth dongle installed, TorqTrac turns your compatible smartphone into a bright, easy-to-read 
onboard computer with a number of useful motor and battery readouts. A stylish bag set is also 
available for easy, safe storage and transport of motor and battery. 
 
“Since the launch in 2005, the market-leading Travel series of electric outboards has changed the 
way boaters power their dinghies, tenders and small sailboats.,” said Torqeedo CEO Christoph 
Ballin. “The Travel 1103 C builds on this success with a silence-focused design, instantaneous 
throttle response and an even more durable construction while maintaining all the high-tech 
features our customers expect from Torqeedo.”  
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Note: Torqeedo will showcase the 2019 innovations across its full product line on Stand 
01.741, at METSTRADE 2018 in Amsterdam, 13-15 November. 

About Torqeedo 

Torqeedo is the market leader for electric mobility on the water. Founded in 2005 in Starnberg, 
Germany, the company develops and manufactures electric and hybrid drives from 0.5 to 100 kW 
for commercial applications and recreational use. Torqeedo products are characterized by an 
uncompromising high-tech focus, maximum efficiency and complete system integration. Torqeedo 
is part of the DEUTZ Group, one of the world's leading independent suppliers of diesel and natural 
gas engines. www.torqeedo.com 
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